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ABSTRACT: The physics of dynamic friction on water
molecule contaminated surfaces is still poorly understood. In
line with the growing interest in hydrophobic contact for
industrial applications, this paper focuses on friction mecha-
nisms in such interfaces. As a commonly used material, contact
with graphite is considered in a twin-fold approach based on
experimental investigations using the circular mode atomic
force microscopy technique combined with molecular dynamic
simulations. We demonstrate that an intuitive paradigm, which
asserts that water molecules are squeezed out of a hydrophobic
contact, should be refined. As a consequence, we introduce a
mechanism considering a droplet produced within the sliding
nanocontact by the accumulation of water adsorbed on the
substrate. Then we show that a full slip regime of the droplet sliding on the hydrophobic substrate explains the experimental
tribological behavior.
KEYWORDS: dynamic friction, graphite, circular mode, atomic force microscope, molecular dynamics

INTRODUCTION
The investigation of water-mediated forces involved in
tribological processes in hydrophobic nanocontacts arouses
an undeniable interest both for technological applications and
from a fundamental point of understanding of the nature of
these interactions.1−5 For instance, dry lubricants or coatings
developed in response to technological and ecological issues,
and driving the demand for chemically stability, high
performance, or efficiency in dusty environment systems, are
frequently hydrophobic. Among sectors of the economy
concerned by such developments are automotive, aerospace,
steel, oil and gas, mining and mineral processing, and energy
and power industries. In daily use, the role of humidity in
friction becomes critical.4−7 As another illustration, hydro-
phobic nanocontacts are an active part of human interface
systems involving the epidermic friction that increases with
humidity of the finger pad.8

In this paper, we focus on graphite, a commonly used
hydrophobic material for industrial applications. It is
representative of a class of hydrophobic materials, such as
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), talc, and hexagonal boron
nitrate. We consider friction between the highly oriented
pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) and a nitride silicon atomic force
microscopy (AFM) probe. The HOPG is atomically flat with
very few atomic steps when freshly cleaved. After exposure to
air for roughly 30 min, the HOPG behaves like a hydrophobic

substrate; that is, the contact angle with water is 80−95°, cf. ref
9. In such materials, both friction and wear are strongly
influenced by humidity, and several mechanisms are proposed.
Adhesion and friction forces are substantially affected as water
condenses on surfaces and into nanospaces, altering the
contact area at the nanoscale. The growth of water condensate
within the contact hinges on a kinetic process.10,11 The
condensation mechanism occurs rapidly considering the
experimental time scales, while the evaporation remains quite
slow.12 Nevertheless, condensation alone cannot explain the
overall tribological mechanisms in hydrophobic contacts,
characterized by weaker interactions with water molecules.
Although it was demonstrated that the pinning−depinning
molecular process induces dynamic shear forces in hydrophilic
systems,13 one should expect slip in nonwetting or hydro-
phobic systems.14−16 Only a few experimental and theoretical
studies of friction in the presence of water for hydrophobic
systems are available.2−6,17 In particular, Hasz et al.6 reported a
nonmonotonic friction force trend with increasing humidity. A
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change in nature of the contact, occurring at a maximum of the
friction force, may explain such a behavior.12 Even at low
relative humidity, friction results from the water capillary
bridge driven by asperities sliding on the substrate; thus, the
friction force is correlated to the amount of water. However,
with very high relative humidity, it is related to the asperities
sliding on quasi-continuous water layers.6 The studies
regarding the friction behavior on strongly adsorbed
contaminants such as water report a highly nonlinear
dependence with the normal load, i.e., a non Amontons’
law.1,17,18 Such a finding is associated with the way the contact
is formed: the solid slides on one or more water layers, while
the phase state of water and number of layers depends on the
rate of loading.18 The phase transition of water layers into ice
under both high compression and high compression rates is
also extensively studied.18−21 Also, regarding the competition
between water−water and water−substrate interactions, the
molecular level interactions must be considered to fully
describe the mechanism by which water comes into contact
and the associated kinetics. The atomic force microscope is a
powerful tool enabling the investigation of a monoasperity
contact between two solids and measuring friction and
adhesive forces with a high resolution at the nanoscale.
In the following experiment, dynamic friction force is

obtained on hydrophobic HOPG surfaces in air, using circular
mode atomic force microscopy (CM-AFM). CM-AFM permits
accessing high sliding speeds, up to 0.8 mm/s, which is several
decades larger than standard AFM studies, and investigating
tribology in stationary conditions.22,23 The experimental results
are confronted with molecular dynamic (MD) simulations to
highlight relevant friction mechanisms. The substrate surface is
never completely dry due to the attractive van der Waals
interactions between water molecules and the solid material.
We assume that water adsorbed on a hydrophobic substrate
plays a role in the formation of the capillary bridge.

RESULTS
Friction mechanisms involving a hydrophobic contact in a
given humid environment (RH = 38%) have been investigated
with CM-AFM. Figure 1 reports typical friction force spectra
or laws (lateral force vs normal load) for different sliding
velocities ranging from 50 μm/s up to 0.8 mm/s during the
approach of the probe to the surface. Actually, similar friction
force curve behaviors are obtained during both the approach
and retraction of the probe. The adhesion introduces only an
additional normal load (see Figure S2 in the SI). In the case of
lubrication where no solid−solid contact occurs, friction force
dependence is expressed by the Derjaguin form24 FL = FL,0 +
μFN; that is, a nonvanishing offset FL,0 complements the
Amontons−Coulomb term μFN. The set of spectra clearly
shows a jump into contact (FL,0) in the lateral force as a contact
becomes effective. The experimental data follow a power law
that can be expressed as FL,0 = η(v/v0)α with a corresponding
damping coefficient η = 1.5 ± 0.4 pN, α = 1.24 ± 0.1, and v0 =
1 μm/s; see Figure 2(a). Physically, the damping parameter η
represents the energy dissipated by the moving water bridge.
This highlights the presence of water within the contact and
accounts for a significant change in its nature. Indeed,
considering a dry contact between nonviscoelastic solids,
friction is weakly (or logarithmically) dependent on the sliding
velocity.25 Moreover, if the probe is partially hydrophilic (i.e.,
by considering a contact angle with water of 70° as the one we
should expect for a clean nitride silicon substrate), a similar

power-law behavior is observed by simulation, and the
mechanisms described are not different. Indeed, the material
exhibiting weaker interactions with water determines the
friction behavior of the overall system.
The dependence of the onset lateral force with the sliding

velocity can stem either from water−substrate interactions or
viscosity of water inside a capillary bridge. The viscous
hydrodynamic damping properties inside the water nano-
droplet are a result of stress fluctuations due to interactions
between water molecules, according to the Green−Kubo
mechanism.26,27 The viscous drag force at a 1 μm/s sliding
velocity with a nanodroplet radius in the range of 1−10 nm has
been calculated considering the usual assumption of a no-slip
boundary condition while accounting for the bulk viscosity of
water.13,28 It was estimated to be 106−107 times smaller than
the maximal experimental lateral force value (about 10 nN; see
Figure 1). Therefore, such viscous effects cannot explain the
experimental data: thus, water−substrate interactions must be
scrutinized. First, the power-law dependence of the onset
lateral force against the sliding velocity emphasizes the
irrelevance of considering a thermally activated process of
pinning of water molecules on the substrate surface
atoms.15,16,29 This contradicts the classical paradigm account-
ing for surface intercalation or pinning as a source of lateral
forces through capillary water bridges in both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic systems.13,28 Indeed, the intercalation with two-
dimensional materials is associated with the adsorption of
water molecules on the surface, yielding a logarithmic (weak)
dependence on the sliding velocity of the lateral force. The
power-law behavior (observed as almost linear) may arise from
the van der Waals interactions between water and the
substrate. These interactions are insufficient to cause strong
bindings between water molecules and the substrate. There-
fore, the lateral force stems from collective interactions
entailing a specific slipping resistance within the water−
substrate contact.

Figure 1. AFM lateral force spectra or friction laws (friction force
vs normal load FN) obtained during the approach, with a 100 nm
radius silicon nitride probe at relative humidity RH = 38%, on a
HOPG hydrophobic surface with roughness Ra = 0.05 nm. The
results are shown for sliding velocities v = 25, 50, 100, 200, 300,
400, 500, 700, and 800 μm/s, respectively, from bottom to top. For
clarity, the curves are shifted along the y-axis. Although values of
lateral force along the y-axis are arbitrary, the scale allows a
relevant assessment of the lateral force values between the curves.
Out of contact, i.e., for x < 0, the lateral force is zero (i.e., there is
no contact between the probe and the substrate). The initial lateral
force when contact occurs is referred to as FL, 0.
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In Figure 2(b), coefficient of friction (CoF) values are
determined by the slope of the FL vs FN curve for different
sliding velocities (from AFM lateral force spectra in Figure 1).
The CoF linearly increases with the sliding velocity. The
system exhibits a low CoF, i.e., superlubric regime CoF < 0.01
at low velocities (v < 200 μm/s). The observation that the
effective CoFs depend on the sliding velocity indicates that
water droplet resistance to slip is responsible for the
dependence of the lateral force on the sliding velocity.
In the following, molecular dynamics simulations have been

performed to get a better understanding of the mechanisms
involving the water−substrate interactions. Figure 3 shows the
results of molecular dynamics simulations for a hydrophobic
probe−sample contact. These simulations are initiated with a
homogeneously distributed water on the surface, and the water
adsorbs through van der Waals forces (described by the
Lennard-Jones potential) upon the hydrophobic substrate.
At the molecular level, cohesive forces between water

molecules prevail over their attraction to the hydrophobic
substrate. As a result, water molecules gather to form water
droplets adsorbed either on the free substrate or inside the
probe−substrate gap. Water droplets are driven by the motion
of the sliding probe and aggregate with the water clusters
adsorbed between the probe and substrate, entailing a growth
mechanism (see Figure 3). When the water droplet, gathered
below the probe, outgrows the height of the gap, it will be
squeezed out from the area of the closest approach. This
observation is in agreement with previous simulations
involving hydrophobic surfaces.2,3 The aggregation of water
into clusters and smaller droplets captured or driven by the
probe during sliding conveys the principal process of water
droplet formation and growth inside the contact. Moreover,
one should notice that depending on the probe−substrate
distance, the shape of the accumulated water droplet may be
quite different. At the beginning of the process, the profile of
small droplets (relative to gap size) adsorbed on the plane
substrate and dragged inside the gap between the probe and
the substrate is circular (see Figure 3 at t = 0 ns). Then, the
droplets become elongated as they grow. The substrate pulls
full-grown water droplet to the extremity of the probe in the
movement direction (see Figure 3(b) at t = 20 ns). The
outlined scenario shows that the condensation process of water

molecules is not a mandatory condition to form a capillary
bridge in the contact. Here, the mechanism of water
accumulation by the moving probe is derived from simulations
carried out with high sliding velocities, i.e., 1 m/s, compared to
the experimental values, remaining typically below 1 mm/s.
That also implies a calculated time of displacement averaging
20 ns. During the formation of the water capillary bridge,
simulations show that water molecules leave the droplets
before readsorption either on the substrate or back onto the
other clusters of water. Furthermore, the measured lateral
forces may also be affected by evaporation mechanisms.

Figure 2. (a) Initial experimental lateral force FL,0 (main plot) dependence on probe velocity v in the case of hydrophobic surfaces. The scale
of the axis is logarithmic. Linear fits through these points highlight a scaling law with the sliding velocity FL,0 = η(v/v0)α with a corresponding
damping coefficient η = 1.5 ± 0.4 pN, α = 1.24 ± 0.1, and v0 = 1 μm/s. (b) Variation of both the adhesion force FA and the coefficient of
friction (CoF) against the sliding velocity on HOPG. Experiments were carried out with a silicon nitride probe (R ≈ 100 nm) at a relative
humidity (RH) = 38%, on a freshly cleaved HOPG hydrophobic surface with roughness Ra = 0.05 nm.

Figure 3. Snapshots of water configuration for two different
probe−substrate separations (a) h = 0 nm (left panels) and (b) 2
nm (right panels) between the probe and the sample. For
convenience, in these simulations, the substrate moves with a
velocity of vs = 1 m/s from left to right of the panels as indicated
by the arrow. The volume of water is constant throughout the
simulation.
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However, with currently available computational resources, we
cannot bridge 3 orders of magnitude in the computational time
necessary to reach the steady state for a comprehensive
assessment of the influence of the evaporation process on the
water capillary bridge organization. We should also note a
difference with the systems completely covered with a layer of
water.1,3 Indeed, in the outlined scenario, we do not expect the
formation of thin water layers. The surface forces squeeze the
accumulated water out of contact, while simultaneously the
water droplet in the gap and attached to the surface is pulled
out by the motion of the substrate (cf. Figure 3).
Figure 4(a) reports the evolution of the lateral force FL

against the sliding velocity values calculated by molecular
dynamics simulations for a 340 nm3 nanodroplet. The
computed lateral force values follow a power law similar to
the measured ones considering both contact angles (as with
simulations: θ = 75°, 90°, and 105°), with a calculated quantity
α = 0.77 ± 0.03 instead of 1.24 for the experimental data. A
decrease of the lateral force with θ is also noticed. Regarding
simulations, the contact surface does not depend on the sliding
velocity. Thus, the observed difference of exponents between
both experimental and simulated trends suggests that the
actual contact area may slightly increase with the sliding
velocity. The water droplet volume can be determined by
comparing the simulations and experiments according to
Figure 2(a). However, such a comparison overestimates this
volume. Indeed, for a given sliding velocity, the droplet should
have a contact surface averaging S ≈ 2 μm2, which is a quite
high value considering the probe diameter (0.2 μm). Hence,
other mechanisms should be examined to explain such a
discrepancy with further studies.

In regard to the simulations, the average velocity of water
molecules in contact with the substrate is equal to the average
velocity of the water capillary bridge, which confirms that the
full-slip mechanism occurs at the contact. A quasi-viscous
dependence of the lateral force on the sliding speed arises from
the water molecules’ resistance to slip at the droplet−substrate
contact. Besides, it is interesting to underline that the close to
linear dependence of the lateral force with the sliding velocity
is confirmed for all studied contact angles (θ = 75°, 90°, and
105°); see Figure 4(a). Moreover, simulations performed with
the probe both sliding and retracting relative to the substrate
show that lateral forces depend linearly on the normal force
and contact surface area, cf. Figure 4(b) and (d), respectively.
However, Figure 4(c) shows that the lateral force increase
correlates to the change in the contact area induced by the
applied load. Indeed, in Figure 4(c), configuration B1
corresponds to the compressed droplet exerting a repulsive
force (FN > 0) between the probe and substrate. The same
droplet in configuration B2 is pulled apart jointly by the probe
and substrate. The resulting normal force in the latter
configuration (B2) is, therefore, adhesive (FN < 0). However,
the extension of the droplet results in a smaller contact surface
compared to case B1. In conclusion, the water droplet on the
hydrophobic surface is behaving as an incompressible system,
and the application of a normal force yields an elastic
deformation of the droplet modifying its contact surface, cf.
Figure 4(c), and in turn increasing the lateral force. Moreover,
the congruence between the simulated and experimental
behaviors suggests that the probe behaves as a hydrophobic
material. This assumption is confirmed by electron scanning
electronic microscopy images that show the probe contami-

Figure 4. (a) Calculated lateral force FL against velocity v. The results are conveniently described with a power law α = 0.77 ± 0.03. (b)
Lateral force FL,0 spectra vs normal force FN(h) for three contact angles, θ = 75°, 90°, and 105°, at sliding velocity vs = 1 m/s. (c) The left-
side panels show configuration snapshots of the water bridge for different probe−substrate distances h = 6.5, 8, and 9.5 nm, respectively
denoted A1, A2, and A3 for water−substrate contact angle θ = 90° and sliding velocity vs = 1 m/s. The right-side panels show a water bridge
for water−substrate contact angle θ = 105° and a laterally static probe (vs = 0 m/s). The snapshots are shown for different probe−substrate
distances h = 3.5, 10.5, and 11 nm, respectively, denoted B1, B2, and B3. The configurations are also reported on the curves. (d) Lateral
force FL,0 dependence on water contact surface area S. The points are obtained for three surfaces for sliding velocity vs = 1 m/s. A linear fit
through these points highlights a linear dependence on surface area S. (e) Results of simulations (full lines) of the retraction of the AFM
probe with velocity vN = 1 m/s are compared with FN(h) calculated with the analytic model (dashed line). The simulations were performed
for a laterally static probe with vs = 0 m/s (thick) and with a sliding velocity vs = 1 m/s (thin line). All simulations are performed with a 340
nm3 water droplet and for different contact angles θ = 75°, 90°, and 105°.
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nated probably by a hydrocarbon layer (see Figure S1 in the
SI). To this end, by choice, the used probes were not
voluntarily decontaminated before the experiments to obtain a
hydrophobic/hydrophobic contact.
Previous observations raise the issue of the role of

evaporation in the evolution of water droplets. We note that
the probe is always in contact with the surface in the
experiments. This contact can be direct or indirect through a
water bridge. In addition, the substrate is continuously scanned
underneath the probe with a high sliding velocity compared to
that of the loading. The moving capillary bridge forms and
grows by the accumulation of water clusters and droplets
covering the substrate and encountered on its path.30 An apt
description of the water-aggregation process must be
considered in two dimensions. In other words, one could
imagine a kind of growing “packman” swallowing small water
droplets. Still, a moderate FL ∝ v1.24 power-law dependence of
the lateral force on velocity indicates that there are processes
limiting the growth of the water bridge by accumulation. For
example, as the moving capillary bridge grows, its surface
increases, simultaneously as the evaporation process induces a
consequent water loss and, thus, limiting the growth of the
water bridge. Figure 4(a) represents simulations obtained for a
fixed amount of water in the system, not accounting for the
growth of the droplet by accumulation. The simulations are
also performed at high sliding velocities, yielding conditions
where the evaporation has no effect and viscous drag and
surface adhesion limit the size of the droplet. Therefore, a
FL ∝ v0.77 behavior could be considered as a lower limit for the
lateral force dependence on the sliding velocity in our system
while considering that the volume of the capillary bridge does
not change with the sliding velocity, cf. ref 13.
The adhesion force provides another way to estimate the

quantity of water present in the contact. Simulations in Figure
4(d) focus on the retraction of the AFM probe for both a
sliding and a static contact. The simulations are performed
considering a constant 340 nm3 water volume and at two
different sliding velocities, v = 0 and 1 m/s. Figure 4(d). The
panels show snapshots of two water bridges at different probe−
substrate distances, cf. Figure 4(c). One should notice that the
contact angle with the water droplet thermally fluctuates. Also,
the sliding probe pulls the droplet slightly out of the center
(A1−A3), while for a static substrate the droplet is directly
under the probe (B1−B3). Panels B2 and B3 (h = 10.5 and
11 nm, respectively) show the capillary bridge configurations
just before and just after the jump-off of the droplet (i.e., the
point when the capillary bridge departs from the substrate).
After the jump-off, the water droplet remains linked to the
probe. The adhesion force, given by the jump-off represented
by the two points B2 and B3 on the curve, is almost
independent of the sliding velocity, as it was observed in the
experiments; see Figure 2(b). It is also interesting that the
jump-off occurs in a regime where normal force weakly
depends on probe−substrate distances.
A relevant analytical model accounting for the behavior of

the normal force with the probe−substrate distance has been
elaborated by expressing the total surface energy of the droplet,
E, as a function of its radius r; see refs 13, 31, and 32. Then,
E ≈ −2πrhγw − 2πr2γw cos(θ), where γw is the surface energy
of water. In our model, the shape of the droplet is
approximated as a cylinder with a volume V = πr2h = 340
nm3. Thus, the normal force considered as a function of the
probe−substrate distance h can be obtained by the

straightforward derivative of the surface energy over h,
FN(h) = E h h V h V h( )/ / 2 cos( ) /w w

2. Then,
this analytical macroscopic model (represented by the dashed
line) describes well the simulated data in Figure 4. The model
takes as input the surface energy of water, given by the
molecular dynamics SPC model with γm = 52 mN/m33 and
contact angles of 75°, 90°, and 105°. This model gives also
insights into the dependence of the normal force on the
volume of water in the contact and the probe−substrate
distance. Then, by increasing the probe−substrate distance, the
normal force changes its nature from repulsive into attractive
interactions acting between the probe and the substrate. Below
a probe−substrate distance of h0 = (4 cos2(θ)V)1/3, the surface
tension acts to reduce the water surface in contact with the
solid, as well as its overall surface. This tendency to obtain a
more symmetric (spherical) shape results in a repulsive force
between the probe and the substrate. In the example given as
configuration B1 in Figure 4(c), h0 < 4 nm for a 340 nm3

droplet. Above h0 ≈ 4 nm the droplet is increased and
elongated, and its resistance against further extension results in
an attractive (adhesive) force mediated by the water droplet
between the probe and substrate. The measured adhesive force
in the experiment is the minimal (negative) normal force
during the retraction of the probe. Our model shows that FA ∝
−V1/3 at a probe to substrate distance of hmax = 4 cos2/3(θ)/
π1/3V1/3 (see Figure S5 in the SI). The experimental adhesion
force is independent of the sliding velocity (see Figure 2),
implying that the water volume of the droplet is also
independent of the sliding velocity. From there, the model
allows estimating the volume of the droplet in our experiments
to be 8 × 106 nm3, equivalent to a spherical droplet about
2r = 250 nm in diameter. Such a value is relevant considering
that the experimental probe has a 0.2 μm diameter and that the
droplet may not be completely spherical.

DISCUSSION
Why is water lubrication, i.e., the modification of friction
properties, different on hydrophobic surfaces and hydrophilic
surfaces? In the case of hydrophilic surfaces, the lubrication
mechanism involving water is mainly related to pinning−
depinning molecular processes at the substrate/capillary bridge
contact line.13,28 This mechanism yields a logarithmic increase
of friction force with the sliding velocity. However, the origin
of water lubrication on hydrophobic surfaces seems different.
First, the morphology or shape of the capillary bridge
resembles a cylinder with convex edges, as confirmed by the
simulations (Figure 4). One also could not expect any binding
of water molecules with the hydrophobic surface, as the
hydrogen bond between water molecules is stronger than the
van der Waals water−substrate interaction. This assumption
remains valid even though the HOPG surface is commensurate
with water, yielding a certain amount of reorganization of
water molecules within the contact.2 Eventually, both
experimental and simulated observations showed that the
principal mechanism describing the water-mediated friction in
hydrophobic systems is related to the resistance to slip.
Another interesting question is, what is the difference in the
mechanism of water meniscus formation? Condensation was
suggested as a mechanism responsible for the water meniscus
growth34 in hydrophilic surfaces. Our simulations, supported
by the experimental results, indicate an alternative mechanism
in which the water molecules adsorbed on the substrate
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accumulate inside the growing water capillary bridge during
sliding. Simultaneously with the experiment, there are other
processes counterbalancing accumulation and removing water,
such as evaporation.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the molecular dynamics simulations show that
water molecules agglomerate in the hydrophobic nanocontact
to form a droplet behaving as a liquid capillary bridge sliding
on the substrate. The growth of this droplet is driven by
collecting the adsorbed water on the substrate with the sliding
AFM probe. The friction mechanism is related to a full slip
regime of the droplet adsorbed on the AFM probe.
Consequently, the friction force increases with the sliding
velocity and the contact area between the droplet and
substrate. In addition, the adhesion force does not depend
on the sliding velocity. A simple analytic model considering the
role of the water surface tension and the adhesive interactions
with the solid surfaces highlights this behavior and allows for
determining the volume of the water droplet in the contact.
Furthermore, the model shows that the volume of the sliding
droplet does not change with the sliding velocity. The
experimental data are in good agreement with the simulations
and this analytical model. Eventually, our findings highlight
valuable mechanisms that could lead to predictable dynamic
friction involving hydrophobic contacts through control of the
water volume within the contact by adjusting key parameters
such as surface energy.

METHODS
Circular Mode Atomic Force Microscope. CM-AFM takes

advantage of a circular motion of the AFM probe in the plane of the
sample. If a relative vertical displacement of the probe with the
substrate is imposed during the circular displacement, the friction law
which represents the friction force vs the normal applied load is
instantaneously obtained with a high resolution. Simultaneously, one
obtains the adhesion force, which corresponds to the vertical
interaction force between the probe and the sample surface as a
jump-off of the probe is detected. Here, CM-AFM was implemented
on a Dimension 3100 Nanoscope V from Bruker AFM. With a
constant circular motion frequency (100 Hz), the sliding velocity was
varied by changing the diameter of the circular motion in the range of
18 nm to 3 μm. The vertical displacement velocity of the probe,
whose value is 5 nm/s, is much lower than the sliding velocity.
Applying a vertical displacement to the probe with a scan velocity of 5
nm/s allows varying the normal load with a low velocity, while the
friction force is measured at a much larger sliding velocity (ranging
from 10 μm/s to 1 mm/s) and sliding displacement (ranging from 1
to 100 mm). In these conditions, the friction force measurement for a
given applied load is performed in a stationary regime without stop
periods during the measurement and with a constant sliding velocity.
The dependence of the adhesion and friction forces on the sliding
velocity was investigated at room temperature with a constant relative
humidity of 38%. To this end, the probe was an AFM silicon nitride
tip (DNP cantilevers from Bruker) with a radius R of about 100 nm
(according to scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) images). The
normal spring constant, determined by the thermal noise method, was
estimated to be 0.3 N m−1. Backscatering SEM images showed that
the probe was rapidly covered by a contamination layer of carbon
resulting from the interactions between the HOPG substrate and the
nitride silicon probe. No other contamination or wear of the probe
occurred after each experiment. This was checked by doing a force
curve on a reference surface (clean silicon wafer) after each
experiment for a given sliding velocity.
Sample Preparation. The sample bulk HOPG material is

annealed under pressure and high temperatures in production,

removing all traces of water from within the structure that could
influence its mechanical stability. The cleaving process takes off a thin
layer of HOPG. This freshly cleaved surface has an atomically flat
surface, with almost no structure steps visible, and provides a
background with only carbon in the elemental signature. No plastic
deformation of the sample before and after the experiments was also
observed. Samples of HOPG for the experiments were purchased
from Fischer Scientific and adequately cleaved before each experiment
to avoid a humidity hysteresis effect.6 The local roughness of HOPG
was determined through analysis of AFM topographic images to be
0.05 nm within a 5 × 5 μm2 area.
Simulation. The whole atomistic model in this work hinges on the

apex of the AFM tip above a hydrophobic plane. We assumed that the
interaction with the probe is probably also hydrophobic due to
contamination. Therefore, for simplicity, we have assumed that
interactions between water/probe and water/substrate are the same.
The intermolecular interactions between the water and solid phase
(probe and substrate) are described via the Lennard-Jones potential.
The different situations involving a contact angle with water of 75°,
90°, and 105° are described by way of a Lennard-Jones potential
energy parameter respectively of ϵ = 0.5 kcal/mol, ϵ = 0.45 kcal/mol,
and ϵ = 0.35 kcal/mol. The symmetry of the interactions regarding
the probe with water and the substrate required a compatible atomic
structure. The intramolecular forces inside the water droplet are
calculated with the SPC potential.33 An fcc crystalline confirmation
for both the probe and a densely packed [111]-plane for the surface
was chosen. The nearest-neighbor spacing of both the atoms of the
substrate and probe is d = 21/6σ = 4.01 Å. The relative positions of
atoms in the substrate and the probe are fixed. The curvature of the
probe is 20 nm. The in-plane size of the substrate is 20 × 45 nm2 for
simulations dealing with the accumulation of water and 20 × 20 nm2

for an apt evaluation of the slip resistance of the water droplet and the
adhesion forces. The simulations of agglomeration of droplets under
the probe were performed for a fixed probe−substrate distance. We
created water droplets distributed on the surface by placing small
groups of water molecules on the planar substrate and then running
dynamics. The smaller water droplets moved and were attracted to
one another and formed larger droplets; these simulations were
executed to reach equilibrium, i.e., until the potential energy
fluctuated around a constant value. For simulations in which we
evaluated lateral and normal forces, harmonic springs in all three
orthogonal directions connected the probe to the support, and the
support moved at constant velocity along the substrate, orthogonal to
it, or simultaneously in two directions. The spring had a stiffness of 2
N/m in all directions. The water contact angle was determined in
separate simulations of a large droplet. The positions of the oxygen
atoms were fitted around the perimeter of the contact with the
surface, up to 8 Å. The periodic boundary conditions are used in the
substrate plane. The MD simulations have been performed by way of
the software package LAMMPS with time steps of 2 fs with a Nose−
Hoover thermostat set at 300 K.35
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